MIT wins Brandeis Invitational, McKinley takes first in upset

By Jon Steele

This weekend's MIT tennis team finished its most successful fall season in history by winning the Brandeis Invitational Tournament. Bob McKinley '70 battled his way through the draw of thirty-eight to win the tournament, while Skip Brookings '70 reached the quarterfinals. The combined victories placed MIT number one in the final rankings.

On Saturday the tournament had to be moved indoors to the Lexington Tomato Club due to the rain. The McKinley team reached the first round with an easy victory. McKinnon drew a number seven seed, and Skip drew a by in the first round, then won his way through two early victories to reach the round of eight. Here he met up with John Hughes, Holy Cross top player and the number two seed of the tournament. Hughes' power was too much on the hard court, and Skip fell 8-4 in the pro-set match.

McKinley also advanced easily to the quarterfinals, where he defeated his opponent 8-4, 8-3.

This victory combined with MIT's fifth-place finish in the ECAC tournament prior to Monday evening's match allowed the Tech team its best fall season in history. Skip and John have been the heart of the rotation for 2 straight years, and have helped the team reach its highest level.

The Sports Tech

UNH outruns harriers, 25-31

Although Bob Wilson '71 easily won the 5000-yard run for the third year at the University of New Hampshire harnesses followed with second, third, and fourth place for the New Engzanders, the team was topped in 97-7.
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